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Hearts and Minds 
has been delivered by: 
• Bright Ideas Nottingham 

• mon0lisa Productions

• BME Cancer Communities 

• The African Caribbean 

Health Network 

• 97.5 kemet fm

Thanks to all 

of  our staff  

and volunteers.  

The partners would 
also like to thank:
British Heart Foundation

Ali Orhan, BME Programme Manager

Love Hearts Volunteers 
• Monica Ballin

• Sheree Barnes

• Caroline Bryan

• Lloyd Ferron

• Hyacinth Messam

• Imaani Pratt

• Gwendoline Williams

• Mark Williams

• Dudu Bhembe – Lady D 

• Delores Edwards – Delly

• Carl Hope – DJ Wrighty 

• Delietha Mills – Cherry Pie 

• Errol Morris – Romeo

• Dionne Rose – First Lady 

• Bettina Wallace – Jamaican Betty 

Walk Good Nottingham Volunteers

Mansoor Ahmad and Nottingham City

Council Hackney Cabs 

Delivery partners:
• One Nottingham 

• African Institute for Social Development

• Carol Burrell

• Chez Coors

• Dapr Collective

• Inclusive Virtues

• The Irish Centre/Golden Shamrock

• Jamaican Ways

• Jawaid Khaliq Boxing Academy

• Marcus Garvey Centre 

• 13 Souls

• Toby Neal Photography

• Uroosa Bibi

Thanks also to the numerous businesses,

organisations, artists, speakers and presenters

that contributed to the programme and helped

to raise funds for the British Heart Foundation.

First published 2014 by the African Caribbean Health Network (ACHN)

Written by Lisa Jackson, Shazia Khan, Lorna Poole, Lisa Robinson and Rose Thompson

The views expressed within this report are those of the commissioned partners 
and may not reflect those of the British Heart Foundation (BHF)
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The biggest single cause of  death in

Nottingham is heart disease and some

Black and minority ethnic communities are

more at risk than others. According to NHS

Nottingham City, heart-related death rates

are probably twice as high in our South

Asian and African Caribbean communities

as in the general population in Nottingham

and those communities are also much more

likely to develop diabetes. Other groups at

high risk include the Irish community as 

well as some African groups. 

In 2011 the African Caribbean Health

Network (ACHN) was approached by the

British Heart Foundation (BHF) to devise

and deliver an engaging community

conference about heart health, aimed at

Black and minority ethnic communities. 

After the resounding success of  the

conference ACHN and partners were asked

to deliver another community conference in

June 2012 followed by a programme aimed

at the African Caribbean community. 

The report for 2012/13 can be downloaded

here: www.heartsandmindsnottingham.
wordpress.com

In 2013/14 the BHF then commissioned a

new programme to target the South Asian

community as well as a continuation of  the

African Caribbean programme. The partners

also delivered an activity aimed at the Irish

community and some activities which

attracted a range of  people from diverse

communities. 

All the activities in Nottingham’s Hearts and

Minds programme were designed to spread

the word that heart disease is both treatable

and preventable. The programme comprised

a number of  elements aimed at engaging

and involving diverse communities in

practical activities that would help individuals

and groups to understand the small steps

they can take to keep their hearts healthy.

The programme was boldly experimental.

For example, working with taxi drivers as a

group is traditionally a difficult undertaking.

There are very few examples where

meaningful and effective health promotion

and engagement has worked in the UK. 

We wanted to learn what would work well and

not so well in engaging the target communities

and to capture this learning so that the

successful elements of the programme could

be replicated, if  required, in other parts of the

country.

Background and overview 

This report summarises the successes of the 
Hearts and Minds programme in Nottingham.

Putting passion into heart health in Nottingham’s

diverse Black and minority ethnic communities.
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• Sixty taxi drivers took part in Drive Down 

and Measure Up, where they had their 

waist measurements taken and were 

offered information, resources and 

advice on heart health. 

• Three Jawaid Khaliq Challenge 

programmes were delivered (with a total 

of  36 sessions) for 24 Nottingham taxi 

drivers. The drivers trained twice a 

week at the gym and had their waist 

measurements, blood pressure and 

weight taken by a BHF nurse and health 

professionals with the African Caribbean 

Health Network. 

• Twenty eight sessions of  Bollybeats were 

provided, with 20 women completing 

action plans demonstrating individual

benefits.

• An eight week Samia Jawaid Khaliq 

Challenge (a boxing and fitness 

programme) was delivered for 14 women 

with other women joining the programme.

The Samia Jawaid Khaliq Challenge 

continues through a partnership with 

Bright Ideas Nottingham and is accessed

by women from different communities 

including South Asian and African 

Caribbean women.

• A Mini Mela health and wellbeing day 

was held for women, attracting 100 

participants. Fifty women were trained 

in Emergency Life Support. 

• Twelve hundred recipe books plus other 

heart health resources were distributed to

the South Asian community.

• Four fundraising activities incorporating 

heart health awareness activities 

were delivered in community settings. 

Ten physical activity taster sessions were 

also delivered in the community. 

150 participants attended The

Hearts and Minds community

conference with thousands

tuning into the live broadcast.

18 people from the South

Asian, African Caribbean and

Irish communities were trained

in the BHF’s Pass It On training

for trainers programme.

20 people have be

BHF case-studies.

photographs are b

national publicatio

BHF publications (

and online magaz

Daily Mirror.

South Asian programme 
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• A 12 month volunteering programme saw 

seven volunteers donate more than 1,200 

volunteering hours. Due to the success of

the programme the Love Hearts Volunteers

are working on becoming a constituted 

and self-sustained community group.  

• Twenty sessions of  Reggaerobics were 

held, with some combining health 

awareness sessions. Reggaerobics was 

rebranded as Bubble It. Now with more 

than 250 people on the contact list, 

Bubble It is run for the community by the 

community and is a sustainable programme

in Nottingham.

• A 12 week walking programme for men 

and women was delivered. A new 

community group was formed named 

Walk Good, which has now made the 

walking group sustainable.

• Over 120 bags were collected for the 

BHF’s Bagathon (bags of  donations 

being given to the charity). Over £2000 

was raised through the fundraising event,

Ramp Up the Red with Patty Dumplin.

• The popularity of  the Patty Dumplin 

character has created a demand 

nationally. As a result Patty Dumplin as 

started touring African Caribbean centres

around the UK. 

• The African Caribbean programme was 

promoted via social media throughout the

year including the Patty Dumplin website, 

Twitter, Facebook, and the Hearts and 

Minds blog. One post on Facebook went 

viral with 1,139 views.   

• Over 15 local shops and business acted 

as distribution points for BHF resources 

and books. More than 1,500 resources 

were disseminated. 

• Patty Dumplin featured on BBC East 

Midlands Today alongside the Drive 

Down and Measure Up and Jawaid 

Khaliq Challenges, showing the 

effectiveness of  the African Caribbean 

and South Asian programmes working 

jointly. The piece was broadcast on the 

morning, lunch time and evening news. 

e become national

ies. Stories and

re being used in

ations including

ns (Heart Matters

gazine) and the

150 young people were

reached through a shisha

awareness session at Djanogly

Academy.

45 members of  the Irish

Community were reached

through a heart health

awareness session with the

Golden Shamrock group.

African Caribbean programme 
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• Drive Down and Measure Up, the Jawaid 

Khaliq Challenge and Patty Dumplin were

featured on BBC East Midlands Today on 

the morning, lunch time and evening news. 

• During the year, eight radio advertisements 

were produced and given air time, including:

• Patty Dumplin - salt reduction, physical 

activity, healthy eating

• Jawaid Khaliq Challenge x 2

• Samia Jawaid Khaliq Challenge

• Hearts and Minds community conference

• BollyBeats 

• Hearts and Minds Showcase

• Ramp Up the Red with Patty Dumplin

• Reggaerobics awareness sessions 

• One hundred and twenty days of  free 

advertising worth more than £3,500 

(including editing and recording) were 

donated by 97.5 kemet fm.  

• Patty Dumplin and the Love Hearts had a 

monthly radio show on 97.5 kemet fm as 

part of  the Health and Wellbeing Show 

with Christine Belle. This is ongoing. 

• The Hearts and Minds programme has 

been featured five times on BBC Radio 

Nottingham’s Dhamaka Programme and 

once on Drivetime including interviews 

with programme participants and partners.

• BBC Radio Nottingham featured an 

interview with Reggaerobics and Walk 

Good participant, Vivinnie Bramwell. 

The interview was selected to feature 

on the ‘BBC week’s highlights’. 

• Articles about Hearts and Minds have 

appeared in:

• Heart Matters: BHF magazine 

circulated to 1.2 million people nationally

• Other BHF publications including a 

supplement called ‘Fighting Talk’

• Nottingham Post: local newspaper 

circulated to over 35,000 people 

• Asian World: national newspaper 

aimed at the South Asian Community

• Pride Magazine: national magazine 

aimed at the Black community with a 

circulation of  over 30,000

• One Nottingham and NCVS Bulletins 

which go out to hundreds of  groups 

and services across the city

• The Voice and The Gleaner: the UK’s 

leading national Black newspapers 

available through 5,000 retailers.

(The figures above do not include the

thousands of  people who view these

publications online.)

• The South Asian programme was 

promoted via social media throughout the

year including Twitter, Facebook and the 

Hearts and Minds blog.

Media

After the final Showcase event the partners will produce a radio programme to
celebrate the successes and learning from the Hearts and Minds programme from
2011-2014. The programme will be played on 97.5 kemet fm and made available online.
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• The Hearts and Minds community 

conference was attended by 117 

people with thousands of  listeners 

tuning into the live broadcast.

• One hundred and fifteen people 

attended the Come Nyam Wid Me 

dining out events to raise awareness 

of  healthier eating.

• More than 250 people in the African 

Caribbean community were trained in 

emergency life support.

• Fifty one facilitators already working in 

the African Caribbean community were

trained in Pass It On, the BHF’s training

programme for trainers (three sessions).

As a result of  the programme, NHS 

Nottingham City requested Pass It On 

training for 21 of their staff and volunteers.

• £2,792 was raised in seven months for 

the BHF, including over £1,700 from 

An Audience with Patty Dumplin, a 

fundraising event at a world class arts

venue. (Time and resources worth 

£4,657 were donated to plan and 

deliver the event.)

• More than 550 volunteering hours were

provided through the Love Hearts 

volunteer team.

• One hundred and twenty days of  free 

advertising worth more than £3,500 

(including editing and recording) were 

donated by 97.5 kemet fm. More than 

15,000 BHF resources were distributed

to the African Caribbean community in 

Nottingham.*

• More than 200 people benefited from 

weekly Reggaerobics classes, with 

the largest class in the year totalling 

64 participants.

• Forty five people signed up to the 

YMCA's 12 week physical activity 

programme as a direct result of  

enjoying Reggaerobics. Members of  

this programme go on to qualify for 

one year of  free gym membership.

• The programme was featured on 

Sky News throughout the day on 

29 December 2012.

• In addition to a double page feature in 

the Voice, there have been six articles 

in the press about the Hearts and 

Minds programme, as well as numerous 

radio interviews and mentions.

HEADLINERS 2012

*This is an approximate figure based on orders from the BHF made in Nottingham
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Love Hearts Volunteer case study 

Links to useful websites: 

• British Heart Foundation

www.bhf.org.uk/heart-health/prevention/ethnicity
www.bhf.org.uk/heart-health/preventing-heart-disease/for-your-ethnicity.aspx

• Mon0lisa Productions Website 

www.mon0lisa.com

• Patty Dumplin and the Love Hearts 

www.pattydumplin.com

• Hearts and Minds blog 

www.heartsandmindsnottingham.wordpress.com

For more information on the Hearts and Minds programme in Nottingham, 

contact Rose Thompson, Chair, African Caribbean Health Network. Tel: 0115 934 8482

Love Hearts

Volunteer, Carl

Wright-Hope,

joined the Love

Hearts team in

April 2013. 

He alone has

donated over

600 hours. 

Like some of 

the other Love

Hearts Carl has

participated in

almost every

activity with

Patty Dumplin.

Why I became a volunteer 
“I joined the Love Hearts for a number of

reasons. Heart problems run deep into my

family so I was passionate about wanting to

understand more about what I could do to

increase my heart health and that of  my

family. Also I wanted to use my skills as a DJ,

learn new skills and improve my confidence.”

My journey 
“There are lots of  big personalities in 

our team and people from very different

backgrounds and life experience so it’s

been a good challenge for me to learn 

to work well with people to achieve our

common goals. I’ve also made some 

life-long friends.   

“Working with Patty Dumplin has been such

a great experience and we have become

very popular in the community because of

it. Patty Dumplin gave us all Love Hearts

names that highlight a talent or part of  our

personality. This helped my confidence to

grow. Not being too self  conscious helped

me to try the new skills I’d been learning

such as being interviewed on the radio,

interviewing members of  the walking group,

making videos, and using computer

technology.” 

How I’ve benefited 
“Due to participating in the Reggaerobics

and the walking sessions I have noticed a

change in my own health. I’m asthmatic 

but have found I don’t get out of  breath as

much as I used to. My confidence levels

have grown, because of  the supportive

environment I’ve been in, and so I’m no

longer afraid to try new things. Volunteering

for the British Heart Foundation has also

opened up other opportunities for me such

as visiting the House of  Commons. 

“I’m proud to be representing the British

Heart Foundation and helping our

communities, and myself, fight for every

heart beat.”
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